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WHAT IS BRICOLAGE?
Bricolage is a mixed melody of available resources, methodologies, uses and materials that makes the most of given situations. It is the practice of artfully using
what one has at hand, and adapts its form in response to every context. Bricolage
considers material objects, not as neutral or separate from their environment, but
as they operate in complex and dynamic fields of power and relations.
Bricolage is a creative response to crisis, of people who seize their own solutions,
create power and propose new visions in inventive and informal ways, interrupting or adapting cultural scripts created by others. Highlighting important social,
economic and ecological crises, bricolage inverses the typical design paradigm,
and finds creative inspiration from limitations, strained resources and improvised
practices.
WHAT IS BRICOLAGE LAB?
Bricolage Lab Experimental Design Camp is conceived as a community-integrated
mobile classroom, that combines theoretical and hands-on activities which focus
on creative development in response to timely social, ecological and environmental issues. Program content builds upon another, through the days and weeks, as
participants are exposed to a sampling of different perspectives, material media
and disciplinary approaches. International guest lecturers, visiting speakers and
mentors join in throughout the program to lead activities related to their fields of
expertise.
Responding to continual local, national and regional economic, social and political
crisis,
Bricolage Lab is meant to stimulate, incubate and nurture new ideas and open up
creative thinking of the possibilities of the situation at hand by starting to investigate critical questions of community resources. Its longer-term vision is to create a
pool of thought leaders, creatives, contributors to eventually cooperate on future
projects working at the intersection of creative practice and social enterprise. With
mind to these community issues, we also find it vital that this classroom interface,
connect and network with people in the field, and have an impact in the society.
We are happy to connect with Impact Hub and other organizations who can help
provide the expertise and support to integrate creative ideas with economic, social,
ecological or community action.

PROGRAM OUTLINE + ACTIVITIES
Following the concept of a community-integrated mobile classroom, Bricolage Lab was a monthlong program that consisted of different themed
weeks, hosted at different artistic and cultural venues across the city. The
majority of the program was created for enrolled participants, functioning
as an intimate classroom environment, while segments of the program
were open for public participation.
Every day, class consisted of three hours of more theoretical work, and
three hours of practical or hands-on work, with optional night lectures and
weekend workshops. The project also provided a mini-tour of emerging
cultural venues in the city and was hosted at Kulturforum ODKR, Nova Iskra, KM8, High School of Applied Arts, Mikser House, Praksa Makerspace,
Drugstore and the Spanish House.
The intersection of local and international perspectives were also a critical part of the program content, which we facilitated by including visiting
lecturers with diverse disciplinary and cultural backgrounds. The guest lecturers included artist groups, technical educators, design researchers and
historians, collections managers, independent publishers, psychologists
and design industry leaders from a number of different countries, which
each shared their own perspective about critical issues.

Week 1 Design in a Changing World

Week 2 The Art of Breaking Limits

A Parede – Design Researchers- (Brazil/Germany)

Bike Kitchen – Community Service

In the workshop Impossible Methods Design Research and the Myth of Objectivity with A Parede
we explored the place of objects in society, situated
in social, political and economic relations. Through
speculative design exercises we uncovered the relationships that objects and designers put into place,
and examined the ways that objects (and designers)
are never objective. Following this, A Parede gave a
public lecture Whose Gadgets? On the Distribution
of Futures, where they explored themes of technology, control and creativity within their design research and pedagogical practice.

The Bike Kitchen, who are also neighbors and community members in the co-working space, gave us
a tour of their work, as they operate a bike service
that works to repair, fix and provide bicycles for the
community. They brought us on a tour of their future
project and next big effort, which is to convert an
abandoned space to a complex of creative studios
for woodworking, photography, cinematography
and the performing arts, free and open for public
use.

Karkatag Kolektiv -Art Collective,
Technical Education (Serbia)

Fionn Zarubica – Collections Management +
Education (USA)

With Karkatag Kolektiv, we were involved with a
several-stage project and workshop called Srbotehnika. Srbotehnika is an older way of solving problems with what is on hand, finding unusual and unorthodox technical solutions. This practice resonates
with many parts of the world with limited access to
resources, where mechanical problems are solved
using improvised parts or imaginative interventions.
For this workshop that focused on fixing and mending, we wanted to make students more conscientious our throw-away lifestyles by taking them to a
junkyard, which was a transformative experience.
Guided by Karkatag, we sourced broken objects,
which required creative interventions to be usable
again. Then participants received technical and
safety training on how to work with power tools, as
they spent days making new creative works from the
broken objects, bringing them back to life in new
ways.

In her public lecture Material Matters Fionn Zarubica
took a look at materials from a range of sociological,
historical and cultural points of view. Integrating examples contemporary design and artistic works with
traditional cultural heritage, she offered a wider perspective of ways of making and relating to material,
showing its spiritual, social and connective power.

High School of Applied Arts – School Desk
Landscape Design Workshop

Vladimir Simic – Filmmaker and Artist – (Serbia/
Netherlands)

At the High School of Applied Arts, we did a landscape-design workshop where we redesigned the
schoolyard. Using discarded mid-century school
desks, students of the school and program participants redesigned and constructed a new leisure
space in their school.

In his public workshop, Vladimir Simic taught paper-making from pulp, and also a plastic-melting
technique. In an ex-industrial space of a nightclub,
the workshop was attended by families with children and showed the potential of using spaces for
cultural activities during the daytime.

Week 3 Design and Locality

Skart – Art Collective (Serbia)

Danilo Prnjat – Artist and activist – (Serbia)
In his workshop, Singular to Plural, Danilo Prnjat explored themes of how groups are united, looked at
questions of isolation in geographic and historical
perspective. Exploring themes of isolation and unity
through readings and historical examples, and with
the research of participants, we discussed effective
strategies and techniques to make group action and
belonging, across personal and national borders.

Active in the intersection of architecture, activism
and poetry, Skart created a workshop with us called
Make Questions, Not Objects, where we reflected
on how objects convey messages. Looking at the
power of poetry and verbal forms of expression, we
did a workshop where we did plays on words related to objects to be installed as urban installations.

Paul Currion – Independent Consultant (UK)

Week 4 The Social Life of Things

Bianca Cappello – Jewelry Historian – (Italy)

Sarah Ditty – Ethical Fashion Forum – (USA/UK)

In his public lecture, Imperial Designs, Paul discussed the organizational principles behind design
in a new wave of information sharing across national, cultural and economic borders. Discussing the
impacts of technology, he made us carefully consider our use and unexplored potentials of new forms
of media.

Dragan Jankovic – Psychology Professor (Serbia)

Supported by the Italian Cultural Institute, jewelry
historian Bianca Cappello gave a lecture Unusual
Materials in Fashion Design, where she examined
new artistic tendencies related to new materials in
jewelry and fashion design, showing moments in
fashion history where everyday materials became
the point of fascinating new departures.

In her talk Reconnecting Consumers and Producers
The Case of Fashion, Sarah Ditty showed some of
the current trends in the fashion industry to deal
with questions of sustainability and ethical practice.
She revealed some good practices of a number of
companies to deal with emerging global questions
in design, ethics and cultural heritage.

In his closed lecture, Dragan Jankovic discussed the
psychology of symbols, aesthetics and ornament,
talking about both the personal construction and
shared collective constructs of how our symbols and
memories make our world.

MATERIAL OUTPUTS
New works, essays and projects of participants
Participants initiated their own works, projects and activities while involved with the program. Some were
short-term exercises and works completed during program, and others are envisioned to be longer-term
projects that require many stages of development, with the help of supporting organizations in the future.
Participants were inspired and quickly formed bridges between their outside personal or professional work,
often forming new ideas for actions in the future. Participants also bonded with workshop collaborators and
had talks to plan joint side activities that would last beyond the program. New projects ranged from concrete
design solutions to socially-engaged oriented research, to technical education and efforts for intersectoral
organization for local responses to the refugee crisis.
Audio-visual content
In the course of the program, we generated audio-visual and written material from many exciting and critical
themes. Though we have the recorded material, we lack the means to present it in an elegant, engaging and
professional way for the general public, to have greater insight and inspiration dealing with these issues. We
would like to use the audio-visual content we’ve created and create a web portal, that not only presents some
of the content generated during Bricolage Lab, but also facilitates the exchange of ideas and resources in the
future, creating a platform for local creators, thinkers, makers and doers who are interested in solving problems in creative ways. We also want to expand our base of content, as we envision expanding our activities in
the future and develop a media strategy, which requires the support of a team of professionals.

NON-MATERIAL OUTPUTS
New forms of networking, cooperation and collaboration
Throughout the program, new collaborations, partnerships and networks were formed. This was done at the
institutional level as well as the personal level. Some organizations were new to working together with outside
organizations, and the project served to first create a network for community and networking in the applied
arts. Furthermore, for the participants, new types of collaboration were established with others in the group
as well as guest lecturers. Through this longer-stage project, we formed the personal basis of a support group
for creative and personal expansion and project development, where participants can reach out to others in
the group for help on a project they are trying to develop.
New directions
The program opened new perspectives for the participants, who were able to see new opportunities, and rethink their position and professional practice, concerning both the use of material and non material resources.
The program opened up some participants to new media or new interests, and for others engaged skills that
they did not know they had. In the future, we’d like to affirm this community sense and also engage with new
forms of learning, as we involve former participants as future contributors in ongoing project activities.

FUTURE VISIONS
Overall, we are greatly satisfied by the results of the first
round of Bricolage Lab and are thinking of how it can be improved for the next time. The camp was successful in stimulating new ideas, and generating momentum for action and
networking new people to achieve forms of what we hope
will be long-standing cooperation.
We are open to envision new opportunities for how this program might take course in the future. In the next Bricolage
Lab, we would be open to have a more academic approach,
and with it, college credit that is given by an academic institution to ensure consistent attendance and participation.
Because the program was informal and voluntary, it had a
fun and inspiring approach but also simultaneously lacked
studious commitment of assignments and tasks. In the late
springtime, we want to do a second round of the program,
but implement some changes to our overall approach.
In the next round of Bricolage Lab, we would like to try to
run it more as a retreat, separated from the busy lives of
people, so that they can focus clearly on the subject matter
and on their work. We are also envisioning adjustments to
the scheduling of the program, to suit people with different
needs and life situations. We are excited for the possibilities
for envisioning the next Bricolage Lab in the future, and are
open for ideas, opportunities and recommendations.

